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Abstract—Most stencil computations allow tile-wise concurrent
start, i.e., there always exists a face of the iteration space and a
set of tiling hyperplanes such that all tiles along that facecan be
started concurrently. This provides load balance and maximizes
parallelism. However, existing automatic tiling frameworks often
choose hyperplanes that lead to pipelined start-up and load
imbalance. We address this issue with a new tiling technique
that ensures concurrent start-up as well as perfect load-balance
whenever possible. We first provide necessary and sufficient
conditions on tiling hyperplanes to enable concurrent start for
programs with affine data accesses. We then provide an approach
to find such hyperplanes. Experimental evaluation on a 12-core
Intel Westmere shows that our code is able to outperform a
tuned domain-specific stencil code generator by 4% to 27%, and
previous compiler techniques by a factor of 2× to 10.14×.

Index Terms—Compilers, Program transformation

I. I NTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Stencils are a very common class of programs appear-
ing in many scientific and engineering applications that are
computationally intensive. They are characterized by regular
computational structure and hence allow automatic compile-
time analysis and transformation for exploiting data-locality
and parallelism.

Stencil computations are characterized by update of a grid
point using neighboring points. Figure 1 shows a stencil over
a one-dimensional data space used to model, for example,
a 1-d heat equation. They exhibit a number of properties
that lend themselves to optimization. Locality optimization
and parallelization are the most important among them. Loop
tiling [1], [36], [38] is a key transformation used to exploit
data locality and parallelism from stencil computations.

for ( t = 1; t <= T; t++) {
for ( i = 1; i < N+1; i++) {

S1: B[i ] = 0.125 ∗ ( A[i+1] − 2.0 ∗ A[i] + A[i −1] );
}
for ( i = 1; i < N+1; i++) {

S2: A[i] = B[i ];
}

}

Fig. 1. Stencil: 1d heat equation

Loop tiling is often characterized by tile shape and tile
size. Tile shape is obtained from the directions chosen to
slice iteration spaces of statements – these directions are
represented bytiling hyperplanes[19], [2], [28], [5]. More

formal definitions are provided in the next section. Finding
the right shape and size are the subject of numerous works
with goals of improving locality, controlling frequency ofsyn-
chronization, and volume of communication where applicable.
Performing parallelization and locality optimization together
on stencils can often lead to pipelined startup, i.e., not all
processors are busy during parallelized execution. This isthe
case with a number of general compiler techniques from the
literature [23], [14], [5]. With increasing number of cores
per chip, it is very beneficial to maintain load balance by
enabling concurrent start of tiles along an iteration space
boundary whenever possible. Concurrent start-up for stencil
computations not only eliminates pipeline fill-up and drain
delay, but also ensures perfect load-balance. Processors end
up executing the same maximal amount of work in parallel
between two synchronization points.

Some works have looked at eliminating pipelined
startup [37], [22] by tweaking or modifying already obtained
tile shapes from existing frameworks. However, these ap-
proaches have undesired side-effects including difficultyin
performing code generation. No implementations of these have
been reported to date. The approach we propose in this paper
works by actually searching for tiling hyperplanes that have
the desired property of concurrent start, instead of fixing or
tweaking hyperplanes found with undesired properties. To the
best of our knowledge, prior to this work, it was not clear
if and under what conditions such hyperplanes existed, and
how they could be found. In addition, their performance on
aspects other than concurrent start in comparison with existing
compiler techniques has to be studied, though the work of
Strzodka et al. [33] does study this but in a more specific
context than we intend to here. A comparison of compiler-
based and domain-specific stencil optimization efforts hasalso
not been performed in the past. We address all of these in this
paper. In summary, our contributions are as follows:

• Provide conditions under which tiling hyperplanes allow
concurrent start without the need for further tweaking and
in the presence of arbitrary affine dependences.

• An approach to finding such tiling hyperplanes.
• An experimental evaluation of our technique and compar-

ison with the current state-of-the-art from compiler works
as well as tuned domain-specific ones.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
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provides background and introduces notation used. SectionIII
characterizes concurrent start conditions. Section IV describes
our approach to find solutions with the desired properties.
Section V presents experimental evaluation and conclusions
are presented in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION

A. Outer parallelism and concurrent start

Achieving concurrent start in iteration spaces that have at
least one degree of outer parallelism or communication-free
parallelism is fairly simple. Finding concurrent start becomes
complicated when dependences span the entire iteration space.
In this paper, since we consider stencils, we are looking at
programs which have no outer parallelism. However, there still
exists opportunity to start concurrently along at least oneface
of the iteration space.

B. Characterizing a stencil program

We assume and exploit the following inherent properties of
stencil computations.

• As a grid point is always updated using values from
neighboring grid-points in recent time steps, the loop
nests always have a ‘time-step’ loop as the outermost
loop.

• Entire space-time grid ofd +1 dimensions uses an array
of d dimensions, outermost index representing different
time steps.

• They can always be written in single statement form as:

valuep[t + 1] = f(valuep[t], valueneighbors of(p)[t], . . . )

C. Conic and strict conic combination

A conic combinationof a set of vectors~x1, ~x2, . . . , ~xn is a
vector of the form

λ1 ~x1 + λ2 ~x2 + · · · + λn ~xn (1)

λi ≥ 0.

If all λs are strictly positive, we call (1) astrict conic
combinationof ~x1, ~x2, . . . , ~xn.

D. Dependences and tiling hyperplanes

Let S1, S2, . . . , Sn be the statements of a program, and
let S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn}. The iteration space of a statement
can be represented as a polyhedron. The dimensions of the
polyhedron correspond to surrounding loop iterators as well
asprogram parameters. Program parameters are symbols that
do not vary in the portion of the code we are representing;
they are typically the problem sizes. Each integer point in
the polyhedron, also called an iteration vector, contains values
for induction variables of loops surrounding the statement
from outermost to innermost. Thedata dependence graph,
DDG = (S, E) is a directed multi-graph with each vertex
representing a statement in the program and edgee from Si

to Sj representing a polyhedral dependence from a dynamic
instance ofSi to one of Sj . Every edgee is characterized
by a polyhedronPe, called dependence polyhedronwhich

precisely captures all the dependences between the dynamic
instances ofSi and Sj . One can obtain a less powerful
representation such as a constant distance vector or direction
vector from dependence polyhedra by analyzing the relation
between source and target iterators. For all examples in the
paper, we use constant distance vectors for simplicity. The
reader is referred to [4] for a more detailed explanation of the
polyhedral representation.

A hyperplane is ann−1 dimensional affine subspace of an
n dimensional space. For example, any line is a hyperplane
in a 2-d space, and any 2-d plane is a hyperplane in 3-d
space. A hyperplane for a statementSi is of the form:

φSi
(~x) = ~h· ~x + h0 (2)

whereh0 is the translation or the constant shift component,
and~x is an iteration ofSi. ~h itself can be viewed as a vector
oriented in a direction normal to the hyperplane.

Prior research [24], [5] provides conditions for a hyperplane
to be a valid tiling hyperplane. Forφs1 , φs2 , . . . , φsk

to be
valid statement-wise tiling hyperplanes forS1, S2,, . . . , Sk

respectively, the following should hold for each edgee from
Si to Sj :

φsj
(~t) − φsi

(~s) ≥ 0, 〈~s,~t〉 ∈ Pe, ∀e ∈ E (3)

The above constraint implies that all dependences have non-
negative components along each of the hyperplanes, i.e., their
projections on the these hyperplane normals are never in a
direction opposite to that of the hyperplane normals.

In addition, the set of tiling hyperplanes should be linearly
independent of each other. Each statement has as many linearly
independent tiling hyperplanes as its loop nest dimensionality.

Among the many possible hyperplanes, the optimal solution
according to a cost function is chosen. A cost function that
has worked in the past is based on minimizing dependence
distances lexicographically with hyperplanes being found
from outermost to innermost [5].

If all iteration spaces are bounded, there exists an affine func-
tion v(~p) = u· ~p + w that boundsδe(t) for every dependence
edge e:

v(~p) − (φsi
(~t) − φsj

(~s)) ≥ 0, 〈~s,~t〉 ∈ Pe, ∀e ∈ E (4)

where ~p is a vector of program parameters, i.e., symbols
appearing in loop bounds and accesses; these often represent
problem sizes. The coefficientsu, w are then minimized.
This ensures the following:

• In the transformed space, all dependences have non-
negative components along all bases.

• Any rectangular tiling in the transformed space is valid.

for ( t=0; t<T; t++)
for ( i=2; i<N−3; i++)

S1: A[t+1][ i ] = (A[t ][ i −2] + A[t][ i ] + A[t ][ i +2])/3.0;

Fig. 2. Example program



(1, 0)
(1, 2)(1,−2)

(2, 1)(2,−1)

Fig. 3. ~d1 = (1, 2), ~d2 = (1, 0) and ~d3 = (1,−2) are the dependences.
For any hyperplane~φ in the cone formed by (2,1) and (2,-1),~φ· d1 ≥ 0 ∧
~φ· d2 ≥ 0 ∧ ~φ· d3 ≥ 0 holds good. Cost function chooses (1,0) and (2,1)
as tiling hyperplanes.

Example: Consider the program in Figure 2. As all the
dependences are self dependences and also uniform, they can
be represented by constant vectors. The dependences are:

(

~d1
~d2

~d3

)

=

(

1 1 1
−2 0 2

)

Equation 3 can now be written as

φ·

(

1 1 1
−2 0 2

)

≥
(

0 0 0
)

(5)

Equation 5 forces the chosen hyperplane to have non-
negative components along all dependences. Therefore, any
hyperplane in the cone of (2,-1) and (2,1) is a valid one
(Figure 3). However, cost function (4) ends up choosing (1,0)
and (2,1)

E. Rectangular tiling and inter-tile dependences

As mentioned earlier, once the transformation is applied,
the transformed space can be tiled rectangularly. Hence, by
assuming that inter-tile dependences in the transformed space
are unit vectors along all the bases, we can be sure that any
inter-tile dependence is satisfied (Figure 4). It is important
to note here that this approximation is actually accurate for
stencils i.e., it is also necessary that we consider inter-tile
dependences along every base as the dependences span the
entire iteration space (there is no outer parallelism). In the
rest of the paper we refer to these safely approximated inter-
tile dependences as simplyinter-tile dependences. Thus if
F ′ is the matrix whose columns are the approximated inter-
tile dependences in the transformed space,F ′ will be a unit
matrix.

t1 = t

t2 = 2t + i

(0, 1)

(1, 0)

Fig. 4. Transformed iteration space after applying (1,0) and (2,1) as the
tiling hyperplanes. Approximating unit inter-tile dependences along every base
accounts for any actual inter-tile dependence.

Let TR be thereduced transformation matrixwhich has only
the~h components (Eqn. 2) of all hyperplanes as rows.TR of
any statement is thus a square matrix which can be obtained by

eliminating the columns producing translation and any other
rows meant to specify loop distribution at any level [21],
[10], [5]. As the inter-tile dependences are all intra-statement
and are not affected by the translation components of tiling
hyperplanes, we have:

F ′ = TR·F

whereF corresponds to approximate inter-tile dependences in
original iteration space.

As mentioned earlier,F ′ can be safely considered a unit
matrix. Therefore,

F = T−1
R

Example:

The tiling dependences introduced by hyperplanes (1,0) and
(2,1) can be found as follows:

(

~c1 ~c2

)

=

(

1 0
2 1

)

−1

=

(

1 0
−2 1

)

Thus, the inter-tile dependences are (1,-2) and (0,1). The
tiling dependences introduced in the iteration space of a
statement solely depend on the hyperplanes chosen for that
statement. Also, note that every inter-tile dependence, given
the way we defined it, is carried by only one of the tiling
hyperplanes and has a zero component along any other tiling
hyperplane.

h1(1, 0)

c2(0, 1)(0,−1)

(−1, 2)

h2(2, 1)

c1(1,−2)

Fig. 5. Inter-tile dependences for the example in Figure 2 introduced by the
hyperplanes (1,0) and (2,1)

Consider Figure 5. The tiling hyperplanes in the figure
are (1,0) and (2,1). Let us find the inter-tile dependence
carried by (1, 0). There are only two unit vectors in the
orthogonal subspace of the other hyperplane (2, 1). The only
two dependences which have zero component along (2,1) are
(1,-2) and (-1,2). Among these two, the one which is satisfied
by (1,0) is (1,-2). So, the inter-tile dependence satisfied by
(1,0) is (1,-2). Similarly, the dependence satisfied by (2,1) is
(0,1).

In the above example, concurrent start along (1,0) is pre-
vented by the tile dependence (0,1). There does not exist a face
along which the tiles can start in parallel (Figure 6), i.e.,there
would be a pipelined start-up and drain phase. Decreasing the
tile size would decrease the start-up and drain phase but would
increase the frequency of synchronization. Increasing thetile



size would mean a shorter steady-state. In summary concurrent
start-up is lost.

Transform should be found in such a way that it does not
introduce any inter-tile dependence that prohibits concurrent
start. If we had chosen (2,-1), which is also a valid, insteadof
(1,0) as tiling hyperplane, i.e., (2,-1) and (2,1) were chosen
as the tiling hyperplanes, then the inter-tile dependences
introduced would be (1,-2) and (1,2) (Figure 7). Both have
positive components along the normal (1,0), i.e., all tilesalong
the normal (1,0) could be started concurrently.

In the next section, we provide conditions on hyperplanes
to avoid (1,0) and select (2,-1) instead.

III. T ILING FOR CONCURRENT START

If all the iterations along a face can be started concurrently,
the face is said to allow point-wise concurrent start. Similarly,
if all the tiles along a face can be started concurrently, the
face is said to allow tile-wise concurrent start. Throughout the
paper, a face of an iteration space is referred by its normal
~f . In this section, we provide conditions for which tiling
hyperplanes of any statement allow concurrent start along a
given face of its iteration space. Theorem 1 introduces the
constraints in terms of inter-tile dependences. Theorem 2 and
Theorem 3 map Theorem 1 from inter-tile dependences onto
tiling hyperplanes. We also prove that these constraints are
both necessary and sufficient for concurrent start.

A. Constraints for concurrent start

Theorem 1: For a statement, a transformation enables tile-
wise concurrent start along a face~f iff the tile schedule is
in the same direction as the face and carries all inter-tile
dependences.

Let to be the outer tile schedule. If~f is the face allowing
concurrent start andC is the matrix containing approximate
inter-tile dependences of the original iteration space, then,

k1~to = k2
~f, k1, k2 ∈ Z

+

~to·C ≥ ~1

Hence,

~f ·C ≥ ~1

In Figure 8, the face allowing the concurrent start and outer

t1

t2

t3

t4

Outer tile
schedule

Fig. 8. Tile schedule and normal to the face should be in the same direction.

tile-schedule are the same and carry both the tile-dependences.
Therefore, the tilest1, t2, t3, t4 can be started concurrently.

Theorem 2:Concurrent start along a face~f can be exposed
by a set of hyperplanes iff~f lies strictly inside the cone formed
by the hyperplanes, i.e., iff~f is a strict conic combination of
all the hyperplanes.

k ~f = λ1
~h1 + λ2

~h2 + · · · + λn
~hn (6)

λi, k ∈ Z
+

Proof (sufficient):As mentioned earlier every inter-tile depen-
dence is satisfied by only one hyperplane and has zero com-
ponent along every other hyperplane. Consider the following
expression :

λ1( ~h1·~c) + λ2( ~h2·~c) + · · · + λn( ~hn·~c) (7)

For any tile-dependence~c, as we constrain all theλs to be
strictly positive, (7) will always be positive. Thus, by choosing
all ~h such that

k ~f = λ1
~h1 + λ2

~h2 + · · · + λn
~hn

we ensure~f ·~c ≥ 1 for all inter-tile dependences. Therefore,
from Theorem 1, concurrent start is enabled.�

Proof (necessary):Let us assume that we have concurrent
start along the face~f , but ~f does not strictly lie inside the
cone formed by the hyperplanes, i.e., (6) does not hold good.
Without loss of generality, we can assume thatk ∈ Z+,
but there exist noλs which are all strictly positive integers.
For at least one inter-tile dependence~c , the sum (7)≤ 0
because every tile dependence is carried by only one of
the chosen hyperplanes and there exists at least oneλ such
that λ ≤ 0. Therefore, ~f ·~c will also be zero or negative,
which means concurrent start is inhibited along~f . This is a
contradiction. �

For the face~f that allows concurrent start, let~f ′ be its
counterpart in the transformed space. We now provide an
alternative result for concurrent start that is equivalentto the
one above.

Theorem 3: A transformation T allows concurrent start
along ~f iff ~f ·T−1

R ≥ ~1 .

Proof: From Theorem 1 we have, for the transformed space,
the condition for concurrent start becomes

~f ′·C′ ≥ ~1 (8)

We know that in the transformed space, we approximate all
inter-tile dependences by unit vectors along every base. Since
the normals are not affected by translations, the normal~f ′

after transformationT is given by ~f ·T−1
R . Also, C′ is a unit

matrix.
Therefore, (8) becomes

~f ·T−1
R ≥ ~1



iteration dependence

inter-tile dependence

(0, 1)

(1, -2)

Fig. 6. Pipelined start-up

iteration dependence

inter-tile dependence

(1, 2)(1, -2)

Fig. 7. Concurrent start-up

The above can be viewed in a different manner. We know that
the inter-tile dependences introduced in the original iteration
space can be approximated as

C = T−1
R

From Theorem 1 we have,

~f ·T−1
R ≥ ~1 �

B. Partial concurrent start

By making the outer tile schedule parallel to the face
allowing concurrent start (as discussed in the previous section),
one can obtainn− 1 degrees of concurrent start, i.e., all tiles
on the face can be started. But, in practice, exploiting all of
these degrees may result in more complex code. The above
conditions can be placed only on the first few hyperplanes to
obtain what we termpartial concurrent start. For instance, the
constraints can be placed only on the first two hyperplanes
so that one degree of concurrent start is exploited. Such
transformations may not only generate better code owing to
prefetching and vectorization, but also achieve coarser grained
parallelization.

C. The case of multiple statements

In case of multiple statements, every strongly connected
component in the dependence graph can have only one outer
tile schedule. So, all statements which have to be started
concurrently and together should have the same face that
allows concurrent start. If they do not have the same face
allowing concurrent start, one of those has to be chosen for
the outer tile schedule. These are beyond the scope of this
paper, since in the case of stencils, the following are always
true:

• Every statement’s iteration space has the same dimen-
sionality and same face~f that allows concurrent start.

• Transitive self dependences are all carried by this face.

For example, for the stencil in Figure 1 (an imperfect nest
with 2 statements), hyperplanes found by our scheme for S1
are (2,1, 0) and (2,-1, 0) and those for S2 are (2,1, 1) and
(2,-1, 1) i.e., these correspond to 2t+i, 2t-i for S1, and 2t+i+1,
and 2t-i+1 for S2.

IV. A PPROACH FOR FINDING HYPERPLANES ITERATIVELY

We now present a scheme that is an extension to the Pluto
algorithm [5] so that hyperplanes that satisfy properties intro-
duced in the previous section are found. Though Theorem 2
and Theorem 3 are equivalent to each other, we use Theorem 2
in our scheme as it provides simple linear inequalities and is
easy to implement.

A. Iterative scheme

Along with constraints imposed to respect dependences
and encode an objective function, the following additional
constraints are added while finding hyperplanes iteratively.

For a given statement, let~f be the face along which we
would like to start concurrently,H be the set of hyperplanes
already found, andn be the dimensionality of the iteration
space (same as the number of hyperplanes to find). Then, we
add the following additional constraints:

1) For the firstn−1 hyperplanes,~h is linearly independent
of ~f ∪ H , as opposed to justH .

2) For the last hyperplane~hn, ~hn is strictly inside the
cone formed by~f and the negatives of the already
foundn − 1 hyperplanes, i.e.,

k ~hn = λ′ ~f +λ1(− ~h1)+λ2(− ~h2)+ · · ·+λn−1(− ~hn−1),
(9)

λi, k ∈ Z
+

In Algorithm 1, we show only our additions to the iterative
algorithm proposed in [5].

If it is not possible to find hyperplanes with these additional
constraints, we report that tile-wise concurrent start is not
possible. If there exists a set of hyperplanes that exposes
tile-wise concurrent start, we now prove that the above
algorithm will find it.

Proof: (soundness)
When the algorithm returns a set of hyperplanes, we can
be sure that all of them are independent of each other and
that they also satisfy Equation (9) which is obtained by just
rearranging the terms of Equation (6). Trivially, our scheme



Algorithm 1 Finding tiling hyperplanes that allow concurrent
start
1: Initialize H = ∅

2: for n − 1 times do
3: Build constraints to preserve dependences.
4: Add constraints such that the hyperplane to be found is linearly

independent of ~f ∪ H
5: Add cost function constraints and minimize cost functionfor the

optimal solution.
6: H = ~h ∪ H
7: end for
8: Add constraint (9) for the last hyperplane so that it strictly lies inside

the cone of the face and negatives of then − 1 hyperplanes already
found (H)

of finding the hyperplanes is sound, i.e., whenever our scheme
gives a set of hyperplanes as output, the output is always
correct. �

Proof: (completeness)
We prove by contradiction that whenever our scheme reports
no solution, there does not exist any valid set of hyperplanes.
Suppose there exists a valid set of hyperplanes but our scheme
fails to find them. The scheme can fail at two points.
Case 1: While finding the firstn − 1 hyperplanes

The only constraint the firstn − 1 hyperplanes have is of
being linearly independent of one another, and of the face that
allows concurrent start. If there existn linearly independent
valid tiling hyperplanes for this computation, since the face
with concurrent start~f is one feasible choice, there exist
n − 1 tiling hyperplanes linearly independent of~f . Hence,
our algorithm does not fail at this step if the original Pluto
algorithm [5] is able to findn linearly independent ones.
Case 2: While finding the the last hyperplane

Let us assume that our scheme fails while trying to find
the last hyperplane~hn. This implies that for any hyperplane
strictly inside the cone formed by the face allowing concurrent
start and the negatives of the already found hyperplanes, there
exists a dependence which makes the tiling hyperplane an
invalid one, i.e., there exists a dependence distanced such
that

~hn· ~d ≤ −1

From Equation (9), we have

k ~hn· ~d = λ′(~f · ~d) + λ1(− ~h1· ~d) + λ2(− ~h2· ~d) + . . .

+λn−1(− ~hn−1· ~d) (10)

Consider RHS of Equation (10). As all hyperplanes are
valid, (~hi· ~d) ≥ 0 andλis are all positive, all terms except for
the first one are negative. For any stencil, the face allowing
concurrent start always carries all dependences.

~f · ~d ≥ 1, ∀~d

If dependences are all constant distance vectors, allλi(−~h· ~d)
terms are independent of program parameters. So, we could
always chooseλ′ large enough andλis small so that~hn· ~d ≥ 1
for any dependence~d.

In the general case of affine dependences, our algorithm
can fail to find ~hn in only two cases. The first when it is not
statically possible to chooseλis. This can happen when both
of the following conditions are true:

• Dependences are non-uniform
• Along the face allowing concurrent start, dependences

have components that depend on program parameters.

In this case, only point-wise concurrent start is possible,but
tile-wise concurrent start is not possible (Figure 9). In order
for our algorithm to succeed, one of theλs would have to
depend on a program parameter (typically the problem size)
and this is not admissible.

The second case is the expected one that does not even
allow point-wise concurrent start. Here,~f does not carry all
dependences (Figure 10).�
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Fig. 9. No tile-wise concurrent
start possible
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Fig. 10. Even point-wise tile-wise
concurrent start is not possible

B. Example

We provide an example showing hyperplanes found by our
scheme for a 3-d stencil. For simplicity, we show the memory-
inefficient version (with a data dimension for the time iterator)
of the 2-d heat stencil in Figure 11.

for ( t = 0; t < T; t++) {
for ( i = 1; i < N+1; i++) {
for ( j = 1; j < N+1; j++) {
A[t+1][ i ][ j ]

= 0.125 ∗(A[t ][ i+1][ j ] −2.0∗A[t][i ][ j ] +A[t][ i −1][j ])
+ 0.125 ∗(A[t ][ i ][ j+1] −2.0∗A[t][i ][ j ] +A[t][ i ][ j −1])
+ A[t ][ i ][ j ];

}
}
}

Fig. 11. 2d-heat stencil (representative version)

The transformation computed by Algorithm 1 for full con-
current start is:





1 1 0
1 0 1
1 −1 −1





Figure 12 shows the shape of a tile formed by the above
transformation.

For partial concurrent start, the transformation computedby
Algorithm 1 is:



Fig. 12. Tile shape for 2d-heat stencil obtained by our algorithm. The arrows
represent hyperplanes.





1 1 0
1 −1 0
1 0 1





This enables concurrent start in only one dimension i.e., not
all the tiles along the face allowing concurrent start, but all
tiles along one edge of the face can be started concurrently.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We implement our approach on top of the publicly available
source-to-source polyhedral tool chain: Pluto [26]. It itself uses
the Cloog [9] library for code generation, and PIP [25] to
solve for coefficients of hyperplanes. PrimeTile [16] is used
to perform unroll-jam on Pluto generated code. We compare
the performance of our system with Pluto serving as the state-
of-the-art from the compiler works, and the Pochoir stencil
compiler [34] representative of state-of-the-art among domain-
specific works.

We use two hardware configurations as shown in Table I. All
benchmarks use double-precision floating-point computation.
icc is used to compile all codes with options “-O3 -fp-model
precise”; hence, only value-safe optimizations are performed.
The optimal tile sizes and unroll factors are determined
empirically with a limited amount of search. The problem sizes
for various benchmarks are shown in Table II.

Intel Xeon E5645 AMD Opteron 6136
Microarchitecture Westmere-EP Magny-Cours

Clock 2.4 GHz 2.4 GHz
Cores / socket 6 8

Total cores 12 16
L1 cache / Core 32 KB 128 KB
L2 cache / Core 512 KB 512 KB

L3 cache / Socket 12 MB 12 MB
Peak GFLOPs 57.6 153.6

Compiler icc 12.1.3 icc 12.1.3
Compiler flags -O3 -fp-model precise -O3 -fp-model precise
Linux kernel 2.6.32 2.6.35

TABLE I
DETAILS OF ARCHITECTURES USED FOR EXPERIMENTS

A. Benchmarks

Benchmark Problem Size
1d-heat 1600000x1000
2d-heat 160002x1000
3d-heat 1503x100

game-of-life 16000x500
apop 1603x100
3d7pt 1603x100

TABLE II
PROBLEM SIZES FOR THE BENCHMARKS

• Heat 1/2/3D:Heat equations are examples of symmetric
stencils. We evaluate the performance of discretized 1D,
2D and 3D heat equation stencils with non-periodic
boundary conditions. Heat-1D is a 3-point stencil, while
heat 2D and heat 3d are 5-point and 7-point stencils.

• Game of Life: Conway’s Game of Life [13] is an 8-
point stencil where the state of each point in the next
time iteration depends on its 8 neighbors. We consider
a particular version of the game called B2S23, where a
point is “born” if it has exactly two live neighbors and
a point survives the current stage if it has exactly either
two or three neighbors.

• 3d7pt: An order-1 3D 7-point stencil [11] from the
Berkeley auto-tuner framework.

• APOP: APOP [18] is a one dimensional 3-point stencil
that calculates the price of the American put stock option.

B. Significance of concurrent start

In this subsection, we demonstrate the importance of our
enhancement over existing schemes quantitatively. Though
pipeline drain and startup can be minimized by tweaking
tile sizes (besides making sure there are enough tiles in the
wavefront), this could constrain tile sizes leading to loss
of locality and/or higher frequency of synchronization. In
addition, all of this is highly problem-size dependent. It is
true that for some problem sizes one can be fortunate enough
to find the right tile sizes such that the effect of pipeline start-
up/drain is very low, but the diamond tiling approach does not
suffer from this constraint. Figure 13 demonstrates how the
performance, load-balance and scale-up provided by diamond
tiling remain unaffected for various problem sizes.

In previous scheme for a reasonable problem size, to make
sure there are enough tiles in the wavefront and also to saturate
the pipeline early, we might be forced to choose a tile-size
which is not the best. But, in our scheme, any tile-size can be
chosen.

Further, hyperplanes found by our scheme cannot be better
than those found by Pluto with respect to the cost function.
Therefore, single-thread performance of code generated byour
scheme may reduce. However, by using hyperplanes found
by our scheme to only demarcate tiles and the hyperplanes
that would be found by the Pluto algorithm without our
enhancement to scan points inside a tile, we obtain desired
benefits for intra-tile execution.
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(a) Heat 2D (Intel)
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(b) Heat 2D (AMD Opteron)

Fig. 15. Heat 2D
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Fig. 13. Heat-2D running on Intel machine for a problem size of
1600*1600*500 the best tile size for locality being 64*64*64

C. Results

Our scheme consistently outperforms Pluto for all bench-
marks. We perform better than Pochoir on Heat 1D, Heat
2D, Heat 3D, 3d7pt and perform comparably with Pochoir
for APOP and Game of Life. The running times for different
benchmarks and the speedup factors we get over other schemes
are presented in Table III. The speedup factors reported are
when running all of them on 12 cores. “icc-par” isicc with
“-parallel” flag added to the compiler flags listed in Table I.

Heat 1D shows the effect of concurrent start for tiling
enabled by our scheme. Figure 14 shows the load balance
we achieve with increasing core count. Pluto generated code
performs at around 2 GFLOPs and does not scale beyond
two cores. This is a result of both: pipeline startup/drain
time, and an insufficient number of tiles in the wavefront
necessary to keep all processors busy. Using our new tiling
hyperplanes, one is able to distribute iterations corresponding
to the entire data space equally among all cores. The same
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Fig. 14. Heat 1D

maximal amount of work is done by processors between two
synchronizations as the tile schedule is parallel to the face that
allows concurrent start. We achieve 72.9% of the theoretical
machine peak compared to 66.2% for Pochoir.

For Heat 2D, we perform better than both Pochoir and
Pluto (Figure 15(a)). Performance of Pluto generated code
saturates after 8 cores for the same reasons as mentioned for
1d-heat. Our scheme performs 12.7% better than Pochoir when
using 12 cores on the Intel configuration. We also tested the
three schemes on the AMD Opteron setup, and we see similar
improvements with our scheme (Figure 15(b)).

On the Heat 3D benchmark, Pluto performs poorly while
both Pochoir and our scheme scale well (Figure 17). We use
partial concurrent start in one dimension for our code for this
example. Pochoir achieves about 21% of the machine peak and
our scheme achieves 24.2%. CPU utilization is as expected
with our technique while Pluto suffers from load imbalance
here. For our scheme, though scaling seen with 1,2,4,8,12
cores is almost ideal, it is flat between 5 and 8 cores. This
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Fig. 16. Game of Life
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Fig. 17. Heat 3D

is due to the number of tiles available not being a multiple
of the number of threads. This load imbalance can easily be
eliminated using dynamic scheduling techniques [3] and we
plan to do this in future. In addition, the tile to thread mapping
we employed is not conscious of locality, i.e., inter-tile reuse
can be exploited with another suitable mapping. Integrating
the complementary techniques presented in [33] may improve
performance further.

The ‘Game of Life’ does not use any floating-point op-
erations in the stencil. Performance is thus reported directly
via running time in Figure 16. All schemes see a substantial
decrease in running time when moving from single core
to two cores. Pluto generated code does not provide much
improvement beyond 8 cores.

Both, our scheme and Pochoir exhibit a similar performance
trend for APOP. Beyond seven cores, there is no increase in
performance owing to the problem size.

For 3d7pt, we again outperform Pochoir and Pluto (Fig-
ure 19). The variations in performance with our code are due
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Fig. 18. American Put Option Pricing
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Fig. 19. 3D 7-point Stencil

to the same reasons as those mentioned for 3d-heat.

VI. RELATED WORK

A significant amount of work has been done on optimizing
stencil computations. These works fall into two categories.
One body of works is in the form of developing compiler
optimizations [37], [29], [22], [7], and the other on building
domain-specific stencil compilers or domain-specific optimiza-
tion studies [20], [12], [32], [33], [8], [31], [35], [34]. Among
the compiler techniques, the polyhedral compiler works have
been implemented in some production compilers [15], [30],
[6], and are also available publicly as tools [26], [27]. They
are in the form of more general transformation frameworks
and more or less subsume previous compiler works for sten-
cils. Other significant body of works studies optimization
specific to stencils, and a number of these works are very
recent. Many of these are publicly available as well such as
Pochoir [34]. Such systems have the opportunity to provide
much higher performance than compiler-based ones owing to



Benchmark Performance (1 core) Performance (12 cores) Speedup over
Original (icc) pochoir pluto-cur Our icc-par pochoir pluto-cur Our icc-par pochoir pluto-cur

1d-heat 5.73s 1.94s 3.01s 1.77s 2.61s 171.7ms 1.58s 155.8ms 16.75 1.10 10.14
2d-heat 7.65m 4.93m 6.76m 3.42m 8.44m 28.43s 65.31s 25.22s 20.08 1.13 2.59

2d-heat-amd 13.23m 8.71m 9.99m 5.01m 12.30m 50.52s 84.57s 48.11ms 15.34 1.05 1.75
3d-heat 1.61s 849.2ms 1.27s 871ms 1.60s 156.6ms 446ms 135ms 11.85 1.16 3.3

game-of-life 13.50m 9.86m 14.15m 10.60m 13.50m 52.51s 2.98m 64.09s 12.64 0.82 2.79
apop 81.72ms 49.98ms 76.43ms 73.43ms46.70ms 12.19ms 63.40ms 11.70ms 3.99 1.04 5.42
3d7pt 1.61s 1.05s 1.68s 919.8ms 1.6s 181.9s 995.3ms 143.2ms 11.23 1.27 6.95

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE

the greater amount of knowledge they have about computation.
Pochoir [34] uses a cache-oblivious tiling mechanism with
tiles shaped like trapezoids. Such a tiling mechanism will not
suffer from load imbalance. Our scheme on the other hand is a
dependence-driven one and is oblivious to the input code being
a stencil. Experimental evaluation included a comparison with
Pochoir. In addition, though our techniques are implemented
in a polyhedral source-to-source compiler, they apply to either
body of works.

Strzodka et al. [33] present a technique, cache accurate time
skewing (CATS), for tiling stencils, and report significantim-
provement over Pluto and other simpler manual optimization
strategies for 2-d and 3-d domains. Diamond-shaped tiles that
are automatically found by our technique are also used by
CATS in a particular way. However, their scheme also pays
attention to additional orthogonal aspects such as mappingof
tiles to threads and is presumably far more cache-friendly than
our scheme. We plan to explore those complementary aspects
and integrate them into our technique in future. While ours is
an end-to-end automatic compiler framework, CATS is more
of a customized optimization system.

Efficient vectorization of stencils is challenging. Henretty
et al. [17] present a data layout transformation technique to
improve vectorization. However, reported improvement was
limited for architectures that provide nearly the same perfor-
mance for unaligned loads as for aligned loads. This is the
case with Nehalem, Westmere, and Sandy Bridge architectures
from Intel. We did not thus explore layout transformations
for vectorization, but instead relied on Intel compiler’s auto-
vectorization after automatic application of enabling transfor-
mations within a tile.

Krishnamoorthy et al [22] addressed concurrent start when
tiling stencil computations. However, the approach worked
by starting with a valid tiling and correcting it to allow
concurrent start. This was done via overlapped execution of
tiles (overlapped tiling) or by splitting a tile into sub-tiles
(split tiling). With such an approach, one misses natural ways
of tiling that inherently do not suffer from pipelined startup.
We have showed that, in all those cases, there exist valid
tiling hyperplanes that allow concurrent start. The key problem
with both overlapped tiling and split tiling is the difficulty in
performing code generation automatically. No implementation
of these techniques currently exists. In addition, our conditions
for concurrent start work with arbitrary affine dependences

while those in [22] were presented for uniform dependences,
i.e., when dependences can be represented by constant distance
vectors.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

We have designed and evaluated new techniques for tiling
stencil computations. These techniques, in addition to the
usual benefits of tiling, provide concurrent start-up when-
ever possible. We showed that tile-wise concurrent start is
enabled if the face of the iteration space that allows point-
wise concurrent start strictly lies in the cone formed by all
tiling hyperplanes. We then provided an approach to find
such hyperplanes. The presented techniques are automatic and
have been implemented in a source-level parallelizer, Pluto.
Experimental evaluation on a 12-core Intel multicore shows
that our code is able to outperform a tuned domain-specific
stencil code generator in some cases by about 4% to 27%. In
other cases, we outperform previous compiler techniques bya
factor of 2× to 10.14× on 12 cores over a set of benchmarks.
Our implementation will be available in a future release of
Pluto shortly.
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